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We study numerically small-amplitude oscillations in capped single-walled carbon nanotubes
and predict the existence of surface modes localized at capped tips of the nanotubes. These
modes are similar to the surface Tamm states found in solids and optics at the edges of truncated
lattices. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3100199�

It is well established that a special class of spatially lo-
calized modes can be generated at surfaces.1 Such surface
states have been studied in many branches of physics, in-
cluding electrons in crystals,2,3 surface phonons,4 surface
polaritons,5 and optical surface modes in waveguide
arrays.6,7 However, a direct observation of highly localized
excitations at the atomic level is rather difficult. For ex-
ample, it took almost 60 years to observe the electronic
Tamm states that were originally suggested in 1932.8

Carbon nanotubes have attracted considerable attention
in recent years, and many of their properties have been ob-
served experimentally.9 The growing interest in carbon nano-
tubes can be explained by their unique physical properties
and their potential for a wide range of applications. In par-
ticular, carbon nanotubes are known for their superior me-
chanical strength10 and good heat conductance.11 Thus, it
seems natural to explore a variety of surface-mediated effects
in carbon nanotubes, which may acquire additional features
in such highly discrete systems with curved geometry and
can be subsequently measured experimentally. In particular,
the recent experimental studies of the edge structures of ther-
mally treated graphite opened the road for the experimental
probing of surface effects.12

In this letter we study numerically the surface vibrations
of capped single- walled carbon nanotubes and predict the
existence of highly localized modes at the tips. These linear
localized modes are somewhat similar to the well-known sur-
face Tamm states known in solids.

We consider four types of single-walled carbon nano-
tubes �SWCNs�, which are known to have the smallest
diameters.13 The structure of the nanotubes is shown in Fig.
1. A zigzag �m ,0� SWCN with the indices m=5,6 has L

�2 transverse segments consisting of N=m+2mL+m car-
bon atoms �each tip has m atoms, and each segment has 2m

atoms�. The structures with the smallest number of atoms
�N=30 for m=5 and N=36 for m=6� at L=2 transform into
fullerenes C30 �C30.1-D5h� and C36 �No. 15-D6h�, respec-
tively.

The armchair nanotube �m ,m� with the indices m=5,6
has L�4 transverse segments with N=2m+2mL+2m carbon
atoms �with 2m atoms in the tip and the segment�. The struc-
ture with the smallest number of atoms �N=60 for m=5 and
N=72 for m=6� for L=4 is transformed into fullerenes C60
�bucky-ball C60-Ih� and C72 �C72-D6d�, respectively.

To describe oscillations of the nanotube, we present the
system Hamiltonian in the form

H = �
n=1

N �1

2
M�u̇n,u̇n� + Pn� , �1�

where M =12�1.6603�10−27 kg is the mass of the carbon
atom, un= �xn�t� ,yn�t� ,zn�t�� is the radius-vector of the nth
carbon atom at the time t. The last term, Pn, describes the
energy of interaction of the nth atom with the neighboring
atoms,

Pn =
1

2�
j=1

3

V j + �
j=1

3

U j + �
j=1

3

W j . �2�

The first three terms in Eq. �2� describe the deformation
energy due to a direct interaction between pairs of atoms
�valent bonds�, the next three terms describe the deformation
energy of the valent angles, and finally, the last three terms
describe the deformation energy associated with a change in
the effective angle between the planes created by the valent
bonds. The details of the models can be found in Ref. 14.

In our numerical studies we employ the interaction po-
tentials usually employed for modeling the dynamics of large
macromolecules.15–17 Namely, for the valent bond coupling
we use the potential
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FIG. 1. Structure of the tips of the single-walled capped carbon nanotubes
with the chirality indices of �5,0�, �6,0�, �5,5�, and �6,6�.
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V�u1,u2� = D�exp�− ��� − �0�� − 1	2, � = 
u2 − u1
 , �3�

where D=4.9632 eV is the energy of the valent bond and
�0=1.418 Å is an equilibrium length of the bond. For the
potential of the valent angle, we take

U�u1,u2,u3� = �
v
�cos � − cos �0�2,

cos � =
�u3 − u2,u1 − u2�


u3 − u2
 · 
u2 − u1

, �4�

so that the equilibrium value of the angle is cos �0
=cos�2� /3�=1 /2 and the potential of the torsion angle is
taken in the form

W�u1,u2,u3,u4� = �t�1 − cos �� ,

cos � = �v1,v2�/�
v1
 · 
v2
� ,

v1 = �u2 − u1� � �u3 − u2� ,

v2 = �u3 − u2� � �u4 − u3� . �5�

The specific values of the parameters �=1.7889 Å−1,
�

v
=1.3143 eV, and �t=0.499 eV are defined from the fre-

quency spectrum of small-amplitude oscillations of a planar
graphite.14

For comparison, we also study the same model with the
interactions described by the Brenner potentials.18,19 In this
later case, the interaction of the nth atom with its three
neighbors is described by the sum of three Brenner poten-
tials, Pn= 1

2 �Un,1+Un,2+Un,3�.
To find the ground state of the system, �un

0	n=1
N , we solve

numerically the minimization problem E0=�n=1
N Pn→min. To

study small-amplitude oscillations, we apply the expansion
un�t�=un

0+vn�t�, where 
vn
	�0. Then, the equations of mo-
tion corresponding to the Hamiltonian Eq. �1� can be pre-
sented as a system of 3N linear equations for 3N variables,

− Mv̈n =
�H

�un

= �
j=1

N

B jnv j, B jn = � �2H

�un � u j

�
�u

k
0	

. �6�

To find all linear modes of the capped nanotube, we find
numerically all 3N�3N eigenvectors and the corresponding
eigenvalues of the real symmetric matrix B= �B jn� j,n=1

N . If we
define 
 and e= �vn

0	n=1
N as the eigenvalue and normalized

eigenvector, namely, Be=
e and �e ,e�=�n�vn
0 ,vn

0�=1, then
the solution of Eq. �6� has the form vn�t�=Avn

0 exp�i�t�,
where �=�
 /M is the frequency of the mode and A is its
amplitude.

We characterize the spatial localization of an oscillation
mode by the parameter of localization �or the inverse partici-
pation number� d=�n=1

N �vn
0 ,vn

0�2. For the modes that are ex-
tended in space, we obtain d1 /N, but for the mode local-
ized at a single atom, we have d=1. Dependence of the
localization parameter d on the oscillation frequency is
shown in Fig. 2. As follows from those figures, each of the
four capped nanotubes supports strongly localized surface
modes. The number of such localized modes and their degree
of localization do not vary with the nanotube length �we
consider the lengths L=25, 50, 100, and 200�, which indi-
cates that such modes are associated with the capped ends of
the nanotubes, being localized at their tips. On the other

hand, all the other modes can be associated with oscillatory
modes of infinite nanotubes �shown in gray in Fig. 2�.

More specifically, each tip of the nanotube �5,0� has ten
surface modes: four doubly degenerated modes with the fre-
quencies of �=322.9, 464.0, 499.4, and 1130.6 cm−1 and
two nondegenerated modes with the frequencies of �

=538.8 and 1482.4 cm−1. The nanotube �6,0� has 13 surface
modes: one doubly degenerated mode with frequency of �

=510.3 cm−1 and 12 modes with frequencies of �=262.9,
297.5, 499.3, 527.9, 601.9, 1145.7, 1389.6, 1481.0, 1487.2,
1498.1, and 1522.0 cm−1. The armchair nanotubes demon-
strate smaller number of surface modes. Capped nanotube
�5,5� has two double modes with frequencies of 513.4 and
536.4 cm−1 and two single modes with frequencies of 532.8
and 1482.4 cm−1. Nanotube �6,6� has one double mode with
frequency of 1586.7 cm−1 and five simple modes with fre-
quencies of 538.7, 548.0, 566.7, 1260.5, and 1591.2 cm−1.
We have verified that the Brenner potential gives a larger
number of localized modes: for the nanotubes �5,0� and �5,5�
we obtain 11 modes, and for the nanotubes �6,0� and �6,6� we
obtain 22 modes. This difference is explained by the fact that
the Brenner potential does not describe adequately high-
frequency linear oscillations of the nanotubes, especially in
the frequency range of 1600–1700 cm−1, where the surface
localized modes are located.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Dependence of the parameter of localization d on the
oscillation frequency � for the capped nanotubes �a� �5,0�, the number of
atoms N=1010; �b� �6,0�, N=1212; �c� �5,5�, N=1020; and �d� �6,6�, N

=1224. Gray shading shows the frequency spectrum density of the corre-
sponding infinite nanotube.
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The largest number of surface localized modes is found
in the nanotube �6,0�. If we number those modes in accor-
dance with their degree of localization �see Fig. 3�a��, we can
divide all the modes into three groups. The first group con-
sists of the modes localized at the very edge of the nanotube
�the modes n=1,2 ,3 ,4�, which can be related to the oscilla-
tions of the hexagon structure of atoms at the tip �see Fig. 1�.
In-plane oscillations of the hexagon generate the most local-
ized modes �n=1,2�. Out-of-plane oscillations involve the
neighboring atoms, and the corresponding modes are less
localized �modes 3 and 4�. As a result, the nanotube �5,0� has
smaller number of such modes since the tip has only five
atoms. The second group of modes �the modes n=5,6 ,7 ,8�
is associated with the oscillations of the second transverse
segment of atoms, and such oscillations are less localized.
Finally, the third group of modes corresponds to the localized
oscillations shifted away from the edge of the nanotube �the
modes n=9,10,11,12�. These modes practically do not in-
volve oscillations of the tip atoms.

Strongly localized modes observed in the nanotube �6,6�
are not related directly to the modes of a hexagon at the tip,
so the number of such modes is two times smaller. As seen in
Fig. 3�b�, the oscillations are localized at the two edge seg-
ments of atoms and do not penetrate deeper into the struc-
ture. Therefore, other types of zigzag nanotubes are expected
to support strongly localized surface states.

In addition, we study strongly anharmonic �nonlinear�
surface modes localized at the tips. Unlike the linear modes
discussed above, which are exact solutions of the linearized
equations of motion, the anharmonic modes radiate phonons
decaying in a finite time. A nonlinear mode with the largest
lifetime that we found is the torsion mode of the nanotube
�6,0� with frequency of 527.9 cm−1. For the input kinetic

energy of 3.04 eV �mode amplitude A=70 Å� and tempera-
ture T=0, the decay time of this mode �calculated when the
mode loses half of its energy� is found to exceed 100 ps,
while it is smaller for a finite temperature, e.g., it is 20 ps for
T=30 K and 9 ps for T=300 K. Generally, the tips of
capped nanotubes may support all types of long-lived anhar-
monic modes, which generalize the linear modes but demon-
strate a finite lifetime of a few picosecond �at room tempera-
tures�.

In conclusion, we have studied numerically small-
amplitude oscillations of single-walled capped carbon nano-
tubes and revealed the existence of surface modes localized
at the tips of the capped nanotubes in analogy to the surface
Tamm states known to exist in solids and optics at the edges
of truncated periodic lattices. In the linear regime such
modes appear as exact vibrational eigenmodes of the struc-
tures, but they also survive in the anharmonic regime and
demonstrate long lifetime due to emission of phonons.
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FIG. 3. Distribution of the energy density p�x� of localized modes along the
nanotube for the capped nanotubes �a� �6,0� and �b� �6,6�; x is the distance
from the nanotube tip, and n is the mode number. For the nanotube �6,0� the
localized modes have frequencies of �=1522.0, 527.9, 1389.6, 601.9, 297.5,
1145.7, 510.3, 1498.1, 262.9, 499.3, 148.0, and 1487.2 cm−1 �n
=1,2 , . . . ,12�. For the nanotube �6,6�, the frequencies are �=556.7, 538.7,
1260.5, 1591.2, 1586.7, and 548.0 cm−1 �n=1, . . . ,6�.
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